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Abstract
Ultralight scalar dark matter with mass at or below the eV scale and pressure from repulsive self-
interaction could form a Bose-Einstein condensate in the early Universe and maybe in galaxies as well.
It has been suggested to be a possible solution to the cusp/core problem or even to explain MOND phe-
nomenology. In this paper, I initiate a study of possible self-interactions of ultralight scalar dark matter
from the particle physics point of view. To protect its mass, the scalar dark matter is identified as a pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB). Quite a few pNGB models with different potentials such as the QCD
axion and the dilaton lead to attractive self-interactions. Yet if an axion is a remnant of a 5D gauged
U(1) symmetry, its self-interactions could be repulsive provided the masses and charges of the 5D matter
contributing to its potential satisfy certain constraints. Collective symmetry breaking could also lead to
a repulsive self-interaction yet with too large a strength that is ruled out by Bullet Cluster constraints. I
also discuss cosmological and astrophysical constraints on ultralight repulsive dark matter in terms of a
parametrization motivated by particle physics considerations.
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1 Introduction
The existence of dark matter is well established through cosmological and astrophysical observations. Yet
little is known about its nature and interactions beyond gravity. This lack of knowledge leads to a wide
range of theoretical speculations with dramatically different experimental consequences. In the zoo of dark
matter models, one distinctive interesting direction is that (cold) bosonic dark matter is ultralight with
mass around or below the eV scale and behaves as a single coherent wave instead of individual particles in
galaxies. The dark matter may form a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with a long range correlation. This
scenario has been suggested as one possible solution to the cusp/core problem (e.g. [1–8]). There are two
classes of proposals: fuzzy dark matter with mass∼ 10−22 eV and negligible self-interactions [9] and repul-
sive dark matter with mass between eV and 10−22 eV and a (small) repulsive quartic self-interaction [10–12].
In the first case, the dark matter mass is fixed and the corresponding de Broglie wavelength is of order kpc.
The quantum pressure opposed to localizing particles could stabilize against gravitational collapse and
support a halo core. In the second case, the dark matter mass could be in a wide range. The quantum pres-
sure is not sufficient and additional pressure from a repulsive self-interaction is needed to balance against
gravity and support a kpc sized core. More recently, a new class of ultralight repulsive dark matter has been
proposed to modify the dark matter properties at the galactic scale and explain MOND phenomenology,
e.g., the baryonic Tully-Fischer relation [13, 14]. In this proposal, the ultralight bosonic dark matter has a
repulsive sextic self-interaction, leading to a different equation of state compared to the one in the quartic
interaction case.
There have already been quite a few studies on the cosmological and astrophysical phenomenology of
ultralight scalar dark matter. On the particle/string theory side, it is known that ultralight axions with
a wide range of masses could arise and serve as dark matter candidates [15–17]. Yet there are very few
studies on the possible self-interactions of ultralight scalar dark matter. As mentioned in the brief review
above, self-interactions of ultralight dark matter, in particular, the repulsive ones, may lead to highly non-
trivial galactic dynamics. It is thus the purpose of this paper to initiate a study from the particle physics
point of view possible (repulsive) self-interactions of ultralight scalar dark matter. I will discuss the diffi-
culties to construct a reasonable particle physics model, present a working example and show that particle
physics considerations restrict viable parameter space one should study for cosmological and astrophysical
consequences.
Dark BEC has also been studied in the context of self-interacting dark matter scenario, which is another
proposal to tackle the cusp/core problem (beginning with [18, 19], for more recent progress, see [20–22]).
In that case, any cuspy feature at the galactic center is smoothed out by dark matter collisions. The bosonic
dark matter particles are much heavier than the eV scale [23] and the BEC they could form leads to more
compact objects such as a dark star [24–26].
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, I will present a general parametrization of the potential
of ultralight scalar dark matter motivated by particle physics considerations and discuss some minimal
necessary conditions for the formation of dark BEC. In Sec. 3, I discuss various difficulties of constructing an
ultralight dark matter model with repulsive self-interactions. I’ll present one working example and several
instructive counter-examples. In Sec. 4, I discuss some cosmological and astrophysical implications. I’ll
conclude and discuss future directions in Sec. 5.
2 Parametrization and Necessary Conditions for Dark Matter BEC
2.1 Parametrization of the Scalar potential
In general, the perturbative relativistic Lagrangian of an ultralight real scalar φ could be parametrized as
Lφ = 12 (∂φ)
2 −
(
1
2
m2φ2 +
λ3
3!
m2
f
φ3 +
λ4
4!
m2
f 2
φ4
)
+ · · · , (1)
2
which should be taken as an effective field theory description valid below the energy scale 4pi f with f  m.
λ3 and λ4 are dimensionless coefficients, whose natural values are of order one. For the axion case (or a
Goldstone boson associated with the breaking of a compact group), λ3 is zero. Yet for the other models,
e.g., scalar dark matter associated with a non-compact flat direction in the field space, λ3 is generically
non-zero. All the models in Sec. 3 lead to Eq. 1. Fuzzy dark matter with mass ∼ 10−22 eV and negligible
self-interactions should be taken as the limit of a large f , which I will quantify in Sec. 4, instead of from a
free particle model.
I will only keep renormalizable interactions. Higher dimensional operators including higher-derivative
interactions will be suppressed by more powers of m/ f and are usually subdominant. Even in special
cases that higher dimensional operators are dominant at tree level, one should worry about renormalizable
operators induced through loops with insertions of higher-dimensional operators. It has been suggested
in Refs [13, 14] that if the leading interactions are sextic terms, the model may lead to MOND dynamics.
This is a very intriguing proposal yet more work is needed to check whether there is a reasonable particle
physics model with naturally suppressed lower dimensional operators and leading interactions from high-
dimensional operators. In this work, I will focus on the potential in Eq. 1.
In the non-relativistic (NR) limit, one could write
φ =
1√
2m
(
e−imtψ(t,~x) + eimtψ∗(t,~x)
)
. (2)
Notice that in this parametrization, ψ has mass dimension 3/2. Plugging this back to the kinetic and mass
terms of the relativistic Lagragian, one could obtain the NR kinetic term. Matching the three and four point
functions in the relativistic and NR theories, one could obtain the Wilson coefficients of the interaction
terms in the NR Lagrangian. The final result of the leading-order NR Lagrangian is
LNR = i2 (ψ˙ψ
∗ − ψψ˙∗)− |∇ψ|
2
2m
− λ
eff
4
16 f 2
|ψ|4 ,
λeff4 = λ4 −
5
3
λ23. (3)
Notice that there is no cubic interaction in the NR limit. This could be understood easily as in the NR limit,
a single φ (almost at rest) could not create two φ’s (almost at rest). Also notice that the quartic coupling in
the NR limit is shifted from its relativistic value when one integrates out heavy modes with energy ≈ m. A
cubic interaction in the relativistic Lagragian always yields a negative contribution to the quartic interaction
in the NR limit. Whether the particles have repulsive or attractive self-interactions depends on the sign of
λeff4 : when λ4 >
5
3λ
2
3, the self-interaction is repulsive; otherwise, it is attractive.
2.2 Necessary Conditions for Dark Matter BEC
If the dark matter particles could condense, the particle’s de Broglie wavelength has to be larger than the
inter-particle spacing so that the wave functions of individual particles overlap with each other:
λdB =
2pi
mv
> 3
√
m
ρ
⇒ m < 1 eV
(
10−3
v
)3/4 (
ρ
1.3× 10−6 GeV/cm3
)1/4
, (4)
where 1.3 × 10−6 GeV/cm3 ≈ 2.8 × 1011ΩDMh2M/Mpc3 is the average density of dark matter in the
Universe. In the early Universe, the density will be higher and this condition could be satisfied more easily.
In galaxies, dark matter density will also be higher than the average and has a nonuniform distribution.
Thus the inequality above should just be taken as an order of magnitude estimate. On the other hand, if the
de Broglie wavelength is above the galactic scale, the large scale structure could be modified. To avoid that,
I take the de Broglie wavelength to be around or below kpc (to be conservative), which leads to a lower
bound on the particle mass
λdB =
2pi
mv
. 1 kpc⇒ m & 5× 10−23 eV
(
10−3
v
)
. (5)
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The lower bound is saturated in the fuzzy dark matter scenario [9], in which the quantum pressure of the
ultralight bosons could support a core and solve the cusp-core problem in dwarf galaxies.
In this paper, I will focus on ultralight scalar dark matter with mass above 10−22 eV and below eV. I
will focus on the scenario with a repulsive self-interaction between dark matter particles. The repulsive
self-interaction could be the dominant source of pressure that supports a BEC. It is analogous to a BEC
of dilute gas in traps. If the interaction between the atoms is attractive, the gas will collapse when the
potential energy is above the kinetic energy. If the inter-atomic interaction is repulsive, a stable BEC could
form (for a review of atomic BECs in traps, see [27]). In terms of the parametrization in Sec. 2.1, a repulsive
self-interaction requires
λ4 >
5
3
λ23. (6)
There has been a lot of discussion of QCD axions forming BECs with galactic scale correlation length [28–
33]. But as argued in Ref [34], QCD axions with a single cos potential have attractive self-interactions and
the configuration with a long range correlation length is unstable against gravity. They are more likely to
form local dense clumps such as Bose stars [34–39].
Two colliding streams of pure dark matter condensate will not scatter from each other and dissipate
energy if their relative velocity is below the sound speed of the condensate. Yet the relative velocity in
the Bullet Cluster is estimated to be around 4700 km/s∼ 0.016c [40] or round 2860 km/s∼ 0.01c [41]. It
is much larger than the sound speed one expects (one could estimate the sound speed by computing the
circular velocity at the edge of a core with radius. 1 kpc, which is. 10−3c). Thus in the Bullet Cluster, the
colliding of streams will destroy the coherent state and one still needs to worry about the bound on dark
matter self-interactions from the Bullet Cluster σ/m . 1 cm2/g [40,42]. In terms of parameters in Eq. 1, the
self-interaction bound is translated into
λeff4
(
m
f
)2
. 10−11
( m
eV
)3/2
, (7)
which shows that the quartic interaction has to be weak.
3 Constructing a Reasonable Particle Physics Model
3.1 Why is an Ultralight Repulsive Dark Matter Model Non-trivial?
At first glance, one might think that it is trivial to write down a scalar dark matter model with a tiny
mass term and a repulsive self-interaction, e.g., V(φ) = m2/2φ2 + (λ4/4!)φ4 in which m and λ4 are two
uncorrelated free parameters with λ4 > 0. Indeed this is the usual parametrization used in a lot of the
studies on the astrophysical properties of ultralight scalar dark matter. Yet not every scalar potential is
achievable and radiatively stable from the particle physics point of view. In particular, an (ultra-)light
scalar is always dangerous in quantum field theory. Its potential has to be very flat and is subject to violent
ultraviolet quantum corrections unless protected by an (almost exact) symmetry. What I will show is that
it is highly non-trivial to have a ultralight repulsive dark matter model and it is more reasonable to adopt
the parametrization in Eq. 1.
One way to (partially) protect a light scalar is to identify it as a Nambu-Goldstone boson with a decay
constant f resulting from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry. The Nambu-Goldstone boson
itself enjoys a shift symmetry, i.e., invariance of its Lagrangian under φ(x) → φ(x) + c with c a constant.
The shift symmetry only allows derivative interactions of the scalar. A small explicit breaking of the shift
symmetry will yield a mass and self-interactions of the scalar, making it a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Boson
(pNGB). In this case, all the non-derivative scalar interactions will have their couplings proportional to m2,
the “spurion" for the explicit breaking as demonstrated in Eq. 1. One well-known example is the QCD axion,
a pNGB of a spontaneously broken U(1) symmetry with a potential generated by the non-perturbative
4
instanton effect
V(φ) = Λ4
(
1− cos
(
φ
f
))
, (8)
where Λ is of order the QCD scale.1 Expanding the potential in terms of φ/ f , one finds that m2 = Λ
2
f and
the leading self-interaction, originating from the negative quartic coupling term, − m224 f 2 φ4, is attractive. In
general, a pNGB from the breaking of a compact group has a periodic trigonometric potential and a single
sin or cos potential always leads to an attractive self-interaction.
One might wonder whether a pNGB from breaking of a non-compact group could have a repulsive self-
interaction, for example, a dilaton from the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance. Indeed, the dilaton
potential is not periodic at all. Yet I will show that in calculable models, explicit breaking will generate
a triple coupling of the dilaton, which leads to an effective attractive self-interaction in the NR limit! One
might also wonder whether repulsive self-interactions could be achieved in “monodromy" type potential:
a cosine or sine potential modulated by a non-periodic function [45]. Yet the monodromy potential locally
is similar to a single trigonometric potential and still leads to an attractive self-interaction.
Now one could see that it is highly non-trivial to construct an ultralight repulsive dark matter model.
Yet it is not impossible. One way to obtain repulsive self-interaction is to have multiple trigonometric terms
in a potential with specific coefficients. For instance, suppose the scalar potential has several cosine terms,
some with negative coefficients while others have positive coefficients. If the cosine terms with negative
coefficients contribute dominantly to the mass term while those with positive coefficients contribute domi-
nantly to the quartic interaction, the mass term and quartic term in the scalar potential will have the same
sign and the scalar has a repulsive self-interaction. This can only be achieved for specific sets of coeffi-
cients. I will show that this mechanism could be realized in an axion model from a 5D gauged U(1) theory
containing massive charged matter.
Another possible class of scalar dark matter models with repulsive self-interaction is the “little dark
matter" models. In this scenario, I propose that dark matter is a pNGB (inside a multiplet) from a collective
symmetry breaking, which has been used in the little Higgs models to stabilize the electroweak scale at
TeV [46, 47]. The essence of collective symmetry breaking is to generate a positive quartic coupling for the
pNGBs without a mass term at tree level. However, the quartic couplings in the little dark matter models
are too big and much above the self-interaction bound in Eq. 7 for dark matter mass at or below the eV
scale. It is still interesting as it could be a viable self-interacting MeV dark matter model.
Below in Sec. 3.2, I will present the model with an axion from a 5D gauged symmetry as a proof of
concept that an ultralight scalar with repulsive self-interactions could exist. Then I will go through two
classes of pNGB models to demonstrate that a large variety of models with scalar potentials completely
different from the single cos or sin potential in minimal pNGB models still lead to attractive self-interactions
(Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4). Finally I will discuss the little dark matter models in Sec. 3.5 which gives a repulsive
self-interaction but violates the self-interaction bound from the Bullet Cluster.
3.2 A Working Example: Axion from a 5D Gauged U(1)
I will first show an axion model that could lead to repulsive self-interaction in the NR limit as a proof of
concept. The axion considered here is not a QCD axion. In the model, the axion is a remnant of a five
dimensional U(1) gauge symmetry. In the 5D theory, the fifth dimension is compactified on a circle with
radius R. The axion is identified as the gauge invariant Wilson loop of the fifth component of the gauge
field, A5, around the circle
φ(xµ) ≡ f
∮
dx5A5(xµ, x5),
f ≡ 1
2piRg4
, (9)
1More precisely, the QCD axion potential is V(φ) = −m2pi f 2pi
√
1− 4mumd
(mu+md)2
sin2
(
φ
2 f
)
[43]. The quartic coupling is −0.35m2f 2 φ4 [44].
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where index µ labels the four dimensions we live in and g24 = g
2
5/(2piR) is the effective 4D gauge coupling
The 5D gauge symmetry A5 → A5 + ∂5c translates into a shift symmetry of φ. At energies below 1/R, one
obtains an effective field theory for φ with the one-loop effective potential generated by 5D matter with
charge q and mass m5 [48–51]
V(φ) = −3(−1)
S
4pi2
1
(2piR)4
∞
∑
n=1
cne−2pinRm5 cos
(
nqφ
f
)
,
cn =
(2piRm5)2
3n3
+
2piRm5
n4
+
1
n5
, (10)
where S = 0 for bosons and S = 1 for fermions. This model has been discussed in the context of “Extranat-
ural Inflation” [52]. If m5  1/(2piR), the higher order harmonic terms with n > 1 will be suppressed by
e−2pinRm5 . If m5  1/(2piR), the higher harmonics will be suppressed by 1/n5.
One might wonder whether one could change the sign of the self-interaction by having both fermions
and bosons contributing to the potential with opposite signs. Let’s first consider a set of n 5D bosons and
m 5D fermions with the same mass m5  1/(2piR). In this case, the higher harmonics with n > 1 could be
neglected. The bosons have a set of charges denoted by {qBi} and the fermions have charges denoted by
{qFi}. The effective axion potential contains
V(φ) ⊃ −Λ4
(
n
∑
i=1
cos
(
qBiφ
f
)
−
m
∑
i=1
cos
(
qFiφ
f
))
, (11)
where Λ is determined by R and m5. These two sums prefer different minima so at one minimum, the two
sums will contribute to the potential oppositely. Expanding the potential around φ = 0, one gets
V(φ) ⊃ Λ
4
2 f 2
(
n
∑
i=1
q2Bi −
m
∑
i=1
q2Fi
)
φ2 +
Λ4
24 f 4
(
−
n
∑
i=1
q4Bi +
m
∑
i=1
q4Fi
)
φ4. (12)
Requiring φ = 0 to be a minimum2 and to obtain a repulsive self-interaction, the following conditions have
to be satisfied
n
∑
i=1
q2Bi >
m
∑
i=1
q2Fi (13)
n
∑
i=1
q4Bi <
m
∑
i=1
q4Fi. (14)
The two inequalities cannot be satisfied if either n or m is one. One needs at least two light fermions and
two light scalars with charges chosen carefully to satisfy the two inequalities, for instance, qB1 = 1, qB2 = 2
and qF1 = 2.1, qF2 = 0.6. While satisfying the two inequalities is a tuning in the charge space as shown in
Fig. 1, it serves as a proof of concept that there exists light scalars with repulsive self-interaction.
So far I have assumed all the 5D matter has the same mass m5  1/(2piR). One could also play with
models with both different masses and charges. For instance, in the presence of a 5D boson with mass
2pimBR = 1 and charge qB = 1 and a 5D fermion with mass 3.8 < 2pimFR < 5.8 and charge qF = 2, the
effective axion quartic interaction is repulsive. Again only small islands of the parameter space in this setup
allow for a repulsive self-interaction.
3.3 Dilaton
Now I will discuss a model where a pNGB arises from spontaneous breaking of a non-compact global
symmetry, the conformal symmetry. Although the potential is very different from that of QCD axion, it still
leads to an attractive self-interaction in the NR limit.
2It is a local metastable minimum with a lifetime longer than the age of the Universe given f  Λ.
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Figure 1: Region (green) in the charge space (qF1, qF2) with repulsive self-interaction fixing qB1 = 1, qB2 = 2.
Consider a conformal sector in which the conformal symmetry is broken spontaneously and produces a
dilaton. I will introduce a field χ(x) as the conformal compensator and the Goldston boson, i.e. the dilaton,
is defined as φ ≡ χ− 〈χ〉 = χ− f . In addition, the conformal symmetry is broken explicitly by adding an
operator O(x) with scaling dimension ∆O 6= 4 to the Lagragian
LCFT → LCFT + λOO(x). (15)
The pattern of symmetry breaking can be included in the effective field theory of dilaton by treating λO as
a spurion. Using the spurion trick, one finds that the potential of χ is of form [53]
V(χ) = χ4
∞
∑
n=0
cn(λO)
(
χ
f
)n(∆O−4)
, (16)
where the dimensionless coefficients cn ∼ λnO , which is determined by the dynamics of the underlying field
theory. By assumption, the dynamics should be that the potential is minimized at 〈χ〉 = f with m2χ > 0.
It is in general difficult to calculate cn’s in a strongly-coupled theory. Yet there are calculable cases with
small explicit breaking and thus a small expansion parameter. One possibility is that the operator O is
nearly marginal e ≡ |∆O − 4|  1 (λO is arbitrary). This is used in the 4D realization of the Goldberg-
Wise mechanism [54] to stabilize the extra-dimension in Randall-Sundrum model [55]. If this happens, the
potential for the dilaton is, to the leading order of e,
V(φ) =
1
2
m2φ2 +
5
3!
m2
f
φ3 +
11
4!
m2
f 2
φ4 + · · · , (17)
where the mass absorbs e. The cubic interaction has been computed before in the context of a heavy dilaton
faking the Higgs boson at a hadron collider in Ref [56]. Unlike the axion case, the dilaton has a non-trivial
cubic interaction which contributes negatively to the quartic interaction in the NR limit. The net quartic
interaction in the NR limit, defined in Eq. 3, is
λeff4 = −
92
3
. (18)
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Another possibility of small explicit breaking is that λO  1 in unit of f . In this case, the dilaton
potential is, to the leading order of λO ,
V(φ) =
1
2
m2φ2 +
∆O + 1
3!
m2
f
φ3 +
3− 2∆O + ∆2O
4!
m2
f 2
φ4 + · · · , (19)
where m absorbs λO . This leads to an effective quartic coupling in the NR limit
λeff4 = −
2
3
∆2O −
16
3
∆O +
4
3
, (20)
which again is negative.3
To sum up, although the dilaton physics and potential are dramatically different from the QCD axion
case, the dilaton’s self-interaction is still attractive in the NR limit!
3.4 Axion Monodromy
Let’s have some fun with the monodromy type potential. This type of potential is mostly discussed in the
context of axion large field inflation and is probably the most sensible way to have the axion scan a field
range above the Planck scale. The original monodromy model in Ref [45] introduces a monodromy term
generated by space-filling wrapped brane in addition to the usual instanton generated periodic potential
V(φ) = µ3
√
`2 + φ2 +Λ4
(
1− cos
(
φ
f
))
, (21)
where µ, ` are functions of compactification parameters in the underlying theory. Expanding around the
minimum φ = 0, one finds that the first term
√
`2 + φ2 ⊃ φ2/(2`) − φ4/(8`3) again contributes nega-
tively to the quartic coupling resulting in an attractive self-interaction. Thus around the minimum, the
self-interaction is always attractive no matter which term dominates.
3.5 Collective Symmetry Breaking and Little Dark Matter
Another possible way to get repulsive self-interaction of the pNGB relies on more complicated symme-
try breaking pattern to realize the collective symmetry breaking mechanism. For the collective symmetry
breaking to work, one needs at least two sets of pNGBs with one set identified as the DM multiplet which
will be denoted as φ and the other set denoted by ξ, which is heavier and could decay to two φ’s. Both φ
and ξ could not be real singlets; otherwise, there will be dangerous tadpole terms generated at the radiative
level [57]. They both transform non-trivially under the unbroken global symmetries. After the spontaneous
breaking of a global symmetry (down to its subgroup), the potential of φ and ξ is
V(φ, ξ) = λ1 f 2
∣∣∣∣ξ + [φφ]f + · · ·
∣∣∣∣2 + λ2 f 2 ∣∣∣∣ξ − [φφ]f + · · ·
∣∣∣∣2 , (22)
where λ1 and λ2 are order one dimensionless coefficients and the dots represent higher-order terms. [φφ]
represent a possible contraction of two φ multiplets (e.g., φiφj with i, j = 1, 2 if φ is a SU(2) doublet). The
two terms enjoy different shift symmetries
φ → φ+ c, (23)
ξ → ξ − [φc] + [cφ]
f
or ξ → ξ + [φc] + [cφ]
f
, (24)
where c is the constant shift (it is a constant vector or matrix since φ is a multiplet). Each individual term
does not generate a potential for φ since one could always write each single term as merely a mass term for
3Mathematically, if ∆O < 0.24, λeff4 > 0. Yet it doesn’t make sense to talk about an operator with dimension less than 1 physically.
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the heavy pNGB by a field redefinition. Yet the two terms together break the shift symmetries entirely and
lead to an effective potential for φ after one integrates out the heavy pNGB ξ with mass (λ1 + λ2) f 2 at tree
level:
Veff(φ) =
4λ1λ2
λ1 + λ2
[φφ]2 + · · ·
The leading terms for φ is the quartic coupling and the coefficient is an order one positive number leading
to a repulsive interaction. At one-loop level, integrating out ξ generates a radiative mass term for φ:
m2φ ∼
λ21 + λ
2
2
16pi2
f 2 (25)
up to an order one log factor which I didn’t write out explicitly. In terms of the parameters in Eq. 1, in little
dark matter models,
λ3 = 0, λ4 ∼ (4pi)2, mf ∼
1
4pi
. (26)
This is the same dimensional analysis as in little Higgs models [46, 47]. Unfortunately the self-interaction
strength is too strong and violates the self-interaction bound in Eq. 7 for dark matter with mass below
eV. Thus the collective symmetry breaking mechanism does not give us a viable ultralight repulsive dark
matter model. Yet it could still satisfy the self-interaction bound if the dark matter mass is about or above
10 MeV and gives us a new class of self-interacting scalar dark matter model.
4 Cosmological and Astrophysical Constraints
In this section, I will discuss some cosmological and astrophysical constraints on ultralight repulsive dark
matter. There have already been quite a few studies before on this topic (e.g. [37, 38, 58–76]). What is new
here is an interpretation in terms of the scalar potential parametrized by Eq. 1 and Eq. 3, which manifest
the implications for the underlying particle physics models.
4.1 Early Universe Constraints
In the early Universe, the ultralight dark matter starts to oscillate coherently around the minimum of the
potential once the Hubble scale drops around its mass. The energy density of the coherent oscillation
redshifts as that of ordinary cold and pressureless dark matter ρ ∝ a−3. Yet unlike the ordinary cold dark
matter, the fluid of ultralight scalar dark matter are not pressureless due to small self-interactions. The dark
matter fluid has a non-zero sound speed c2s in contrast to the almost zero sound speed of ordinary cold dark
matter. This could lead to modifications in the matter power spectrum. Below I’ll calculate the sound speed
and Jeans instability scale using the parametrization in Eq. 1 and Eq. 3.
Consider the scalar field in an expanding Universe with the FRW metric ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)d~x2. The
perturbation of the metric could be parametrized as
ds2 = −(1+ 2φN)dt2 + (1− 2φN)a2d~x2, (27)
where φN is the metric perturbation and I ignore anisotropy. To the leading order in the NR limit, the
equations of motion for the scalar field ψ (defined in Eq. 2) and the metric perturbation φN are
i
∂t(a3/2ψ)
a3/2
+
∇2ψ
2ma2
+
µ2
2m
ψ− λ
eff
4
8 f 2
|ψ|2ψ−mφNψ = 0,
∇2φN = 4piGa2(δρ), (28)
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where δρ = ρ − ρ¯ ≡ m(|ψ|2 − ψ2c )/2 is the perturbation of the energy density around a homogeneous
background with energy density ρ¯ ≡ mψ2c/2. I add in a chemical potential term µ2ψ/(2m) (equivalent to
adding a µ2φ2/2 term in the relativistic Lagrangian and µ2|ψ|2/(2m) term in the NR Lagrangian) to account
for a non-zero homogeneous background. The chemical potential µ is fixed by the energy density of the
dark matter fluid, µ2 = λeff4 ρ¯/(2 f
2). The second equation is simply the Poisson equation in an expanding
Universe and φN could be identified as the Newtonian gravitational potential.
The fluctuations around the homogeneous background can be parametrized as
ψ(a) =
ψ0c + r
a3/2
eiθ , (29)
where ψ0c eiθ is related to the current dark matter density ρ¯0 = m(ψ0c )2/2. This parametrization reflects
the fact that dark matter density ∝ |ψ|2 redshifts as 1/a3. Plugging the parametrization into Eq. 28, the
lineralized equation of motion for the radial mode r in the momentum space can be reduced to
r¨+ 2Hr˙+
(
k2
4m2a2
+
λeff4 ρ¯
4m2 f 2
)
k2r
a2
= 4piGρ¯r, (30)
where k is the comoving wavenumber. This is also the linear density perturbation equation as the density
perturbation δ ≡ δρ/ρ¯ ∝ r. The second term on the left-hand side is the usual Hubble friction while the
third term comes from various pressures. The effective sound speed can be read off as
c2s =
k2
4m2a2
+
λeff4 ρ¯
4m2 f 2
. (31)
The first term is the sound speed from quantum pressure, which has already been computed in Ref [9]
while the second term originates from scalar self-interaction.
I will focus on the perturbation growth in the matter domination phase, starting from the matter-
radiation equality at about zeq ≈ 3370 to zΛ ≈ 0.5 when the vacuum energy takes over. Setting the sound
speed to be zero, one obtains the well-known result that the dark matter perturbation grows linearly with
the scale factor a (or equivalently t2/3) in the matter domination phase. For negligible self-interactions, one
finds the usual Jeans instability scale
k J =
(
2m2ρ¯a4
M2p
)1/4
= 9
√
m
10−22 eV
(
ρ¯0
1.3× 10−6 GeV/cm3
)1/4 ( a
aeq
)1/4
Mpc−1, (32)
where ρ¯0 is the current dark matter energy density and Mp = 1/
√
8piG = 2.4× 1018 GeV is the reduced
Planck scale. For length scale below the Jeans scale LJ = 2pi/k J or equivalently k > k J , quantum pressure
due to the uncertainty principle (an increase in momentum delocalizes the particles more) dominates. In
this case, the density perturbation stops growing and oscillates with time. Since the comoving Jeans scale is
almost scale invariant, perturbation growth below k J generates a sharp break in the matter power spectrum
at about keqJ , the comoving wavenumber at the matter-radiation equality [9, 77]. The Jeans scale in this case
is also roughly the de Broglie wavelength of the particle in the ground state. When dark matter mass is
around 10−22 eV, more careful numerical studies show that the power spectrum drops at about 4.5 Mpc−1
and could give reasonable fits to the data of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [9, 78–81].
For λeff4 > 0, the repulsive self-interaction introduces another type of pressure (scaling as k
2) in addition
to the quantum pressure (scaling as k4). The repulsive self-interaction is the dominant source of pressure at
smaller k. When it dominates, a new Jeans instability scale arises with Lλ = 2pi/kλ and
kλ =
√
2
λeff4
mf a
Mp
= 2.7
( m
10−20 eV
)( f
1013 GeV
)√
1
λeff4
(
a
aeq
)
Mpc−1. (33)
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Below Lλ (above kλ in the k space), the repulsive interaction will suppress the growth of density pertur-
bation and structure.4 Notice that the comoving wavenumber kλ scales as a and equivalently the physical
wavenumber is constant. It means that the instead of a sharp break in the matter power spectrum, the
suppression of the perturbation will spread over several orders of magnitude in scale [11, 12]. Without
further detailed calculation, I will require keqλ > 1 Mpc
−1 as a very crude estimate to access the parameter
space in the (m, f ) plane that could be consistent with the measurement of matter power spectrum. The
result is shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, I also show a vertical blue line at m = 10−22 eV corresponding to
the fuzzy dark matter case where the pressure from self-interaction is negligible compared to the quantum
pressure. The solid red line in the figure indicates the region where the repulsive self-interactions could
have interesting consequences at smaller scale (next section) without modifying the large-scale structure.
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Figure 2: Region in the (m, f ) plane with keqλ > 1 Mpc
−1 for λeff4 = 1 (above the shaded region). The vertical line at
m = 10−22 eV corresponds to the fuzzy dark matter case where the pressure from self-interaction is negligible compared
to the quantum pressure.
The perturbation equation, Eq. 30, could be solved numerically. Results are shown in Fig. 3. For a
positive λeff4 and a small enough f (the middle and right panels), the solution oscillates rapidly due to
the new source of pressure. Yet the pressure redshifts with the scale factor a and decreases with time so
the amplitude of the oscillation grows. However, it grows much slower than the usual linear growth for
pressureless cold dark matter. The larger f is, the smaller the pressure is and the oscillation is also reduced.
4.2 Galactic Dynamics
Now I want to consider possible effects of ultralight repulsive dark matter in galaxies. One motivation
to consider ultralight dark matter with pressure (quantum pressure and/or pressure from repulsive self-
interaction) is to address the cusp/core problem in dwarf galaxies. If the ultralight dark matter particles
condense at the center of dwarf galaxies, the condensate is described more appropriately as a wave and
each individual particle in the condensate is delocalized. Thus the density profile is more likely to have a
core near the center. Unlike the linear analysis of dark matter perturbation in the early Universe, galaxies
are highly non-linear systems and it is much more difficult to obtain analytic results. Strictly speaking,
4Similar analyses have been performed for general potentials of a real or complex scalar field with applications not only to dark
matter but also to dark energy [59, 60].
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Figure 3: Solutions to the dark matter density perturbation equation in Eq. 30 for difference choices of parameters. The
comoving wavenumber is chosen to be 5 Mpc−1. m is fixed at 10−15 eV and λeff4 is chosen to 1. f is 10
8 GeV (left), 107
GeV (middle) and 106 GeV (right).
the way to check this possibility is through numerical simulations. Yet so far simulations have only been
performed for the fuzzy dark matter scenario (corresponding to the parametrization in Eq. 1 with a large
f and thus a negligible self-interaction and effectively one free parameter m left) [82, 83]. It is found in the
numerical simulations that indeed for m ≈ 10−22 eV, a core with radius∼ kpc is formed at the center, which
could be well fit by a stable soliton solution ρs(r) ∝ 1/(1 + c0r2)8 with c0 a constant. Yet the outer density
profile is similar to the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile of the standard cold dark matter [84], which
scales as 1/r3. For the case with a non-negligible repulsive self-interaction, I will review a rough estimate
of possible dark matter core profile [10,11] and perform a fit with a subset of dwarf spheroidal galaxy data.
For a spherically symmetric fluid in hydrostatic equilibrium,
dP(r)
dr
= −GNM(r)
r2
ρ(r), (34)
where P(r) is the pressure as a function of radius r and M(r) is the mass enclosed in the sphere with radius
r. The equation of state can be inferred from dP/dρ = c2s
P(r) = Kρ(r)2, (35)
K ≡ λ
eff
4
8m2 f 2
. (36)
This is the equation of state for a polytropic gas, P(r) = Kρ(r)γ with index γ = 2. Combining the equations
above and the continuity equation dM(r)/dr = 4pir2ρ(r), one finds an analytic solution for the dark matter
core [10, 11]
ρ(r) = ρ0
sin (r/α)
(r/α)
, (37)
α =
√
K
2piG
, (38)
where ρ0 is the density at the center r = 0. Notice that this solution is only valid up to rc = piα where the
density is zero.
It should be emphasized that the derivation above should only be taken as a reasonable crude guess
rather than a robust predication. First it could be possible that the core solution will transit into an NFW-
like outer region at a smaller radius r < rc (analogous to what is observed in the simulations of fuzzy dark
matter [82, 83]). In addition, the profile could be modified at non-zero temperatures (strictly speaking, the
equation of state in Eq. 36 only holds at zero temperature) or by baryons and vary from galaxy to galaxy.
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Anyway, I will take Eq. 38 as the dark matter profile and apply it to analyze a subset of dwarf spheroidal
data below.
There are eight classical Milky Way’s dwarf spheroidal galaxies with high quality data sets of stellar
kinematics. One important observable in the analysis of these dwarf galaxies is the line-of-sight velocity
dispersion as a function of the projected radius. The definition and the measured data could be found
in Ref [85]. Below I will examine Fornax as a benchmark. I calculate the line-of-sight velocity dispersion
assuming the core profile in Eq. 38 and perform a χ2 fit using the results in [85].5 In the fit, I varied three
parameters ρ0, rc and β(r) ≡ 1− v¯2θ/v¯2r which describes the stellar anisotropy. The best fit projected velocity
dispersion is presented in the left panel of Fig. 4. The χ2min/d.o.f of the best fit ≈ 0.6. At 68% C.L., the
allowed rc is in the range (1200− 1630)pc with the best fit at rc = 1400 pc. This roughly agrees with the
result in Ref. [71]. The region in the (m, f ) plane giving rise to the allowed rc at 68% C.L is presented in
the right panel of Fig. 4. It is almost on top of the contour with keqλ = 1 Mpc
−1, the rough boundary below
which the repulsion could modify the linear regime in the matter power spectrum.
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Figure 4: Left: Best fit of the line-of-sight velocity dispersion as a function of distance from the center in Fornax assum-
ing a dark matter density profile in Eq. 38. Data points are from Ref [85]. Right: the region in the (m, f ) plane with rc
is in the range (1200− 1630)pc (blue), which is allowed by the Fornax line-of-sight velocity dispersion data at 68% C.L.
The red line gives keqλ = 1 Mpc
−1, the rough boundary below which the repulsion could modify the linear part of the
matter power spectrum.
It has been argued that if the bosons reach thermal equilibrium, isothermal spherical halo model indi-
cates too sharp a drop in density at the edge of BEC and could be ruled out by the velocity distribution [86].
In addition, a scaling relation is observed that the central density times the core radius is roughly a con-
stant, which holds for all dwarf galaxies [87,88]. To address the first potential constraint, one needs to check
whether the transition from the core to the outer region is described by an isothermal model and to address
the second observation, one needs to determine the location of the boundary between the core and outer
region. These two issues are tied up and difficult to answer without numerical works. It is also pointed
out in Ref. [71] that the parameter space preferred by dwarf spheroidal galaxies is not consistent with that
by low-surface-brightness galaxies and bigger galaxies [61–66]. The latter classes of galaxies prefer larger
core radius of order 10 kpc, which is also in some tension with the matter power spectrum constraints. This
raises the question how the bosons behave in different galaxies. I will leave these open questions for future
investigations.
5I thank Matt Walker for providing the data for Fig. 1 of Ref [85].
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5 Outlook and Future Directions
This paper aims at constructing reasonable particle physics models of ultralight dark matter with repulsive
self-interactions. This class of dark matter scenarios may have interesting astrophysical consequences at
the galactic scale such as solving the cusp/core problem (or explaining MOND phenomenology for special
types of self-interactions). I discuss the difficulties in obtaining a viable model and list some illustrative
examples demonstrating different challenges. Though difficult, there is still a working model of axions from
a 5D gauged U(1) with charged matter satisfying certain constraints in the charge/mass space which serves
as a proof of concept. I discuss the cosmological constraints on the parametrization motived by particle
physics considerations and possible galactic dynamics. The work is only a first step towards combining
particle physics and cosmology/astrophysics for a more thorough investigation of the self-interactions of
ultralight scalar dark matter and their possible consequences. More studies remain to be done. Here I will
briefly outline some important directions for future work.
Relic abundance. The coherent oscillation of ultralight scalar dark matter could store energy and red-
shifts as ordinary matter. Yet in the parameter space that leads to interesting galactic dynamics, coherent
oscillation with amplitude f does not necessarily give the observed dark matter relic abundance. Yet it is
possible that a non-standard cosmology (i.e., adding contribution from cosmic string decays [89] or non-
thermal cosmologies along the line proposed in Ref [90]) may lead to the observed relic abundance. Indeed
ultralight scalar dark matter I considered in this paper is more motived by its potential interesting phe-
nomenology rather than an elegant explanation of relic abundance. Nevertheless, it is useful to work out
different cosmological histories compatible with data and check whether there could be other interesting
observables.
Multi-component dark matter. As discussed in the context of self-interacting dark matter, even a sub-
dominant component of dark matter could lead to dramatically different phenomenology [91, 92]. If the
ultralight dark matter with repulsive self-interaction is only one component of dark matter, the cosmolog-
ical constraints may be relaxed and the galactic dynamics could be very different too. It will be useful to
revisit the cosmological and astrophysical properties including the fraction of ultralight dark matter in the
total amount of dark matter as a free parameter.
Dark atoms. Another possibility I haven’t discussed is that ultralight dark matter is a weakly-bound
state such as a dark atom. Then dark BEC is exactly analogous to that in the cold atom system. Consider
dark atoms made of a light fermion (i.e., a dark electron eD with mass meD ) and a heavier fermion (i.e.,
a dark proton pD with mass mpD ). The necessary requirement for the formation of a BEC is then the de
Broglie wavelength of the electron is larger than the inter-atomic spacing
meD
eV
( mpD
10 eV
)1/3
< 1.6
(
10−3
v
)(
ρ
1.3× 10−6 GeV/cm3
)1/3
. (39)
The big problem here is the existences of the light degrees of freedom such as dark photon. It remains to be
seen whether there is an ultralight dark atom model with a viable cosmology.
Strongly-coupled NR system. In this work, I assumed both the relativistic and NR Lagrangians are
perturbative. In condensed matter physics, NR Lagrangians of strongly-coupled system have been con-
structed using the tool of effective field theory [93]. It has been used by Refs [13, 14] to explain MOND
phenomenology. A strongly-coupled NR Lagrangian may still be UV completed into a perturbative rela-
tivistic Lagrangian though it is difficult to implement the matching calculation. Yet it is still of great interest
to derive consequences of different NR Lagrangians.
Density profiles and compatability with dwarf data. I assume the simplest core profile to fit the data
of dwarf spheroidal galaxies. For a better fit, one could take the same strategy as in Ref [81] for fuzzy
dark matter assuming a central core and an NFW profile at large radii and leaving the core radius as a free
parameter. Fully addressing whether the ultralight dark matter could solve the cusp/core problem and
explain the scaling relation in dwarf galaxies calls for a numerical simulation similar to Ref [82,83] but with
both the mass and the interaction strength as free parameters.
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Other astrophysical probes. It has been shown that gravity wave detection such as advanced LIGO may
detect ultralight dark matter such as QCD axion with GUT scale decay constant through superradiance of
stellar black holes [94]. It will be interesting to use the LIGO data to test the broad parameter space of
ultralight dark matter scenarios with repulsive self-interactions. Other possibilities include 21cm power
spectrum [95] and isocurvature [96].
New directions of dark matter detection. While ultralight dark matter is way outside the sensitivity
range of direct detection, it is still possible to be detected directly depending on its possible interactions
with the standard model particles. There have been promising proposals for ultralight axions using solid-
state NMR-based experiments [97] and resonant and broadband readout circuits [98] and for ultralight
dilaton and moduli dark matter such as dedicated resonant-mass detectors and atomic clocks [99, 100].
Interesting limits have already been derived on dark matter couplings to the standard model through non-
observation of variations in the fundamental constants [101–103]. It could be useful to develop more search
strategies to cover the full parameter space of ultralight dark matter, in particular, the region with non-
trivial astrophysical phenomenology.
Finally I want to comment that the paper focuses on scalar dark matter. Another interesting possibility
to investigate is the fermionic dark matter with mass around 10 - 100 eV and pressure arising from Pauli
exclusion principle [104–106].
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